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Summary:
I stumbled across this quite by accident. I knew it was there because I’d seen it before but I

So I did some checking to see if it still does work and based on my limited test it appears th

What I’m about to explain to you may not only help get sandboxed sites indexed and ranking qui

I’ve been blogging for a few years now. I started it as a hobby and the blog I had was actual.
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Article Body:
I stumbled across this quite by accident. I knew it was there because I’d seen it before but I

So I did some checking to see if it still does work and based on my limited test it appears th

What I’m about to explain to you may not only help get sandboxed sites indexed and ranking qui

I’ve been blogging for a few years now. I started it as a hobby and the blog I had was actuall

Then a friend turned me on to Movable Type. It is a software which allows me to automate the p

I was having problems getting my website/blog indexed by Google back then ˘ this was about 3 y

It was also around this time that I heard of a new program called Google Adsense (https://www.

I thought ˆwhat a cool idea˜ so I immediately applied for an account. 48 hours later I was pla

Shortly after this while reviewing my server logs I noticed that I was getting Google referral

I couldn’t believe my luck. Here I thought all I was going to do was make a little money on th

Remember, this was before the Sandbox, but it was a time when link popularity ruled the web. B
Flash forward to December 2005 and a friend asks me to help him set up his own blog. Actually
I consult with him and on February 1, 2006 we register two new domains for him.

He proceeds to build out his blogs and as he’s doing this I suggest placing ads on them. At th
We agree to split the money and he places the ads on the two new sites.

I didn’t think much of it until his visitor traffic started going up. He also placed Google An
Turns out, he’s getting a few Google organic referrals.

Imagine that ˘ two brand new sites, with no incoming links, but somehow they have managed to s
Imagine my surprise, considering I have another site that I started over a year ago, and have

My explanation, however ˆout there˜ it seems to be is that somehow the Google Ads have allowed

The first Google organic referral came last week, just two short weeks after the site was tagg

Based on this very small and somewhat limited test case, my gut is telling me that one way out

At the very least you’ll make some money ˘ maybe not a lot, just a few dollars a month (Google
Like I said, this isn’t anything near a scientific study but it seems pretty clear to me that
So if you’re stuck in the sandbox, perhaps applying for AdSense is a good idea.

I know I’m going to be placing ads on my other site to see what effect (if any it has). My gue
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